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Mrs Pepperpot's Christmas 1970 mrs pepperpot woke up one morning and found that she had shrunk until she was no bigger than a
mouse it was the day of christmas fair and she wanted to buy some special things for her house but noe she was far too small to
go or she was
Mrs Pepperpot's Christmas 2011 everyone loves little mrs pepperpot this compilation has 20 classic mrs pepperpot tales mrs
pepperpot can t choose when she will shrink to the size of a pepperpot it just happens but whatever she encounters whether it
be a mountain of pancakes a crafty fox or a monstrous mousetrap little mrs pepperpot will always come out on top the mrs
pepperpot tales are delightful short stories for children perfect for fans of dick king smith and enid blyton
Weerzien der schaakmeesters 1946 mrs pepperpot doesn t know when or where she s going to shrink to the size of a tiny pepperpot
it just happens but whether it s in the middle of the spring cleaning or the midst of a snowstorm mini mrs pepperpot has some
very big adventures
Mrs Pepperpot's Christmas 2011 when mrs pepperpot shrinks as she is babysitting and becomes much smaller than the baby she has
to figure out how to maintain order and keep the baby and herself safe
Mrs. Pepperpot's Christmas (Cassette Tape) 1977 mrs pepperpot has a problem a huge problem she shrinks and when she shrinks she
finds herself in all sorts of trouble mrs pepperpot is determined to practise her swimming so when all the village children go
for a picnic in the mountains she goes to the pool in the wood but disaster strikes just as mrs pepperpot jumps into the water
she shrinks now the pool seems as big as an ocean luckily there s a friendly frog nearby to rescue her and give her swimming
lessons when mrs pepperpot agrees to mind baby roger from next door she doesn t know that she s going to shrink how can she
look after him when she s only as tall as a pepperpot baby roger thinks she s a doll and jiggles and joggles her and throws her
high in the air will mrs pepperpot be able to keep the baby out of mischief until his mother comes to get him
Mrs Pepperpot Stories 2018-08-07 mrs pepperpot has an adventure with her cat who shows her hidden treasure which turn out to be
a litter of kittens
Mrs Pepperpot's Year 1999 adventures of a woman who at the most inconvenient moments shrinks to the size of a pepperpot
Mrs Pepperpot Minds the Baby 2013 just as mrs pepperpot jumps into the pool she shrinks what a disaster now the water seems
like an ocean to the tiny mrs p thank goodness for the friendly frog who pops up to save the day
The Adventures of Mrs Pepperpot 2010 whoever heard of an old woman becoming queen of the crows or riding through the snow on
the back of a cat or tricking a mouse into cleaning her house well with the amazing mrs pepperpot anything can happen and
usually does especially when she can shrink to a few inches high without a moment s notice but being so small can have its
advantages especially when it means you can also talk to the animals these classic stories about the much loved mrs pepperpot
hold a timeless magic for young children everywhere
Mrs Pepperpot and the Treasure 2013 mrs pepperpot s habit of shrinking at a moment s notice gets her into all sorts of scrapes
but with the help of her friends and some quick thinking she always bounces back in the end
Mrs Pepperpot Again 1983 as a rule magic carpets don t turn up in schools but this is exactly what happens when class three s



new teacher flies in through the classroom window and lands on the floor with a bump mr majeika can behave just like any
ordinary teacher if he wants to but something has to be done about hamish bigmore the class nuisance and so he uses a little
magic to turn him into a frog and to everyone s delight it looks as if hamish will have to remain a frog because mr majeika can
t remember the spell to turn him back again with mr majeika in charge suddenly life at school become much more exciting there s
even a magic carpet ride to buckingham palace
Mrs Pepperpot Learns to Swim 2013 mrs pepperpot shrinks and makes herself a prize at a bazaar
Little Old Mrs. Pepperpot and Other Stories 1971 it s time for all the christmas presents to be delivered but father christmas
and his reindeer are ill and covered in spots mrs christmas comes to the rescue making herself a wonderful new flying machine
and whizzing everywhere to deliver all the pres
Little Old Mrs Pepperpot 2011 animals abound in dr seuss s caldecott honor winning picture book if i ran the zoo gerald mcgrew
imagines the myriad of animals he d have in his very own zoo and the adventures he ll have to go on in order to gather them all
featuring everything from a lion with ten feet to a fizza ma wizza ma dill this is a classic seussian crowd pleaser in fact one
of gerald s creatures has even become a part of the language the nerd
The Amazing Mrs Pepperpot 2011 carpenter anderson and santa claus switch places at christmas and give presents to each other s
families
Mr Majeika 2007-08-30 a reassuring picture book encouraging children to open up about their fears and anxieties to help manage
their feelings the perfect book to soothe worries during stressful times wherever jenny goes her worries follow her in a big
blue bag they are with her all the time at school at home when she is watching tv and even in the bathroom jenny decides they
have to go but who will help her get rid of them a funny and reassuring look at dealing with worries and anxiety to be used as
a spring board into important conversations with your child
Mrs Pepperpot's Year 1980 a friendly free and easy bear a cosy jolly teasy bear is always welcome everywhere fair and furry fat
and free that s the kind of bear to be like me join teddy robinson as he has a birthday party goes to hospital and plays at the
seaside he s sometimes rather shy and sometimes a bit of a show off but with his love of rhymes and his great imagination teddy
robinson is the best friend any child could have teddy robinson has been enchanting readers since his first appearance in 1953
this new paperback edition of joan g robinson s classics story is gloriously illustrated with the author s original line
drawings
Mrs Pepperpot at the Bazaar 2013 this seasonal compendium collects together poems short stories and prose extracts by some of
the greatest poets and writers in the english language like charles dickens s ghosts of christmas past and present they are
representative of times old and new from john donne s elizabethan hymn over the baby jesus to benjamin zephaniah s talking
turkeys from thomas tusser counting the cost of a tudor feast to p g wodehouse s wry story about christmas on a diet enjoy a
christmas day as described by samuel pepys anthony trollope george eliot or nancy mitford venture out into the snow in the
company of jane austen henry james and dickens s mr pickwick entertain the children with the seasonal tales of dylan thomas



kenneth grahame and oscar wilde
Mrs Christmas 1997 trevor s mum has offered him 30 to walk the dog every day of the holidays but streaker is no ordinary dog
she s a rocket on four legs with a woof attached trevor enlists the help of best friend tina to keep streaker under control
with some hilarious results a favourite story from a prize winning author
If I Ran the Zoo 2013-10-22 guyanese food enthusiast and blogger cynthia nelson who lives in barbados brings readers over 100
recipes from all over the caribbean all of which she has tried and tested herself and served to family and friends but more
than just recipes tastes like home is a conversation about food and how it connects and forms part of caribbean identity
Christmas Eve at Santa's 1992 illus in full color angelina prances home and sees the former postman mr bell all alone holabird
and craig have teamed up again to offer simple lessons that create a real celebration school library journal
The Huge Bag of Worries 2012-12-06 1001 children s books you must read before you grow up is the perfect introduction to the
very best books of childhood those books that have a special place in the heart of every reader it introduces a wonderfully
rich world of literature to parents and their children offering both new titles and much loved classics that many generations
have read and enjoyed from wordless picture books and books introducing the first words and sounds of the alphabet through to
hard hitting and edgy teenage fiction the titles featured in this book reflect the wealth of reading opportunities for children
browsing the titles in 1001 children s books you must read before you grow up will take you on a journey of discovery into
fantasy adventure history contermporary life and much more these books will enable you to travel to some of the most famous
imaginary worlds such as narnia middle earth and hogwart s school and the route taken may be pretty strange too you may fall
down a rabbit hole as alice does on her way to wonderland or go through the back of a wardrobe to reach the snowy wastes of
narnia
The Teddy Robinson Storybook 2015-07-30 life isn t always easy for mrs pepperpot she never knows quite what size she s going to
be from one moment to the next and shrinking to the size of a pepperpot can have some unfortunate hilarious and hair raising
results mrs pepperpot that tiny feis
A Literary Christmas 2018-09 norwegian author alf prøysen s feisty little old mrs pepperpot appeared for the first time in
print in 1955 translated into well over twenty languages the now classic mrs pepperpot stories have so far received
surprisingly little critical attention empowering transformations mrs pepperpot revisited fills that long over due gap by
providing a range of essays written by experts in the field the volume explores prøysen s heroine in dialogue with recent
theorising in order to broaden and deepen the understanding of her enduring popularity the study introduces prøysen s works and
career to an international readership but also delves deeper into the mrs pepperpot phenomenon her character is analysed in
view of metamorphosis power gender and queer theory and the stories ethical impact is assessed through the use of cognitive
literary theory mrs pepperpot s many transformations into other media illustration sculpture radio tv and advent calendar are
also considered as well as her relations to nature animals and technology which are approached eco and techno critically the
volume appeals to an academic readership interested in literature children s literature media studies cultural studies and



scandinavian studies as well as the general public celebrating prøysen s 100th anniversary in 2014
The Hundred-Mile-an-Hour Dog 2010-06-03 a festive collection of classic seasonal folktales and fairy stories retold by a
renowned folklorist and beautifully illlustrated with intricate paintings by isabelle brent
Tastes Like Home 2011 little katie is charged with delivering the mail but a fall in the water obliterates the addresses
Angelina's Christmas 2006-09-14 when story lover anna takes over longhampton s bookshop it s her dream come true and not just
because it gets her away from her three rowdy stepchildren and their hyperactive dalmatian unpacking boxes filled with
childhood classics anna can t shake the feeling that maybe her own fairytaleending isn t all that she d hoped for but as the
stories of love adventure secret gardens lost dogs wicked witches and giant peaches breathe new life into the neglected shop
anna and her customers get swept up in the magic too even anna s best friend michelle who categorically doesn t believe in true
love and handsome princes isn t immune but when secrets from michelle s own childhood come back to haunt her and disaster
threatens anna s home will the wisdom and charm of the stories in the bookshop help the two friends and those they love find
their own happy ever afters lucy dillon s voice is gentle and kind throughout perceptive and well handled a heart warming piece
of escapism for long winter nights red a perfect escapism for fans of jojo moyes and katie fforde
1001 Children's Books You Must Read Before You Grow Up 2009 gobbolino is a witch s cat who would rather be a kitchen cat
gobbolino has one white paw and blue eyes and isn t wicked at all so his mother doesn t like him he escapes to look for a real
home but is distrusted everywhere he goes and blamed for mysterious happenings such as the farmer s milk turning sour and the
orphanage children s gruel turning into chocolate will gobbolino ever find the home of his dreams
Mrs Pepperpot Stories 2000 a day in the countryside brings all sorts of problems for mrs pepperpot she has to be rescued from a
mountain of icecream by a kitten outsmart a fox and rescue a puppy from a circus she shrinks five times and mr pepperpot hardly
notices a thing
Empowering Transformations 2014-05-02 a guide to british television programmes shown at christmas time throughout the years
Christmas Fairy Tales 2019-11-05 mrs pepperpot is as busy as always and mindful that she is likely to shrink to the size of a
pepperpot at any time she doesn t know when or where it might happen but she can be sure she ll have an incredible adventure a
compilation of twelve stories including mrs pepperpot to the rescue mrs pepperpot on the warpath the nature lesson the
shoemaker s doll mrs pepperpot is taken for a witch the little mouse who was very clever mrs pepperpot s birthday the dancing
bees how the king learned to eat porridge mrs pepperpot turns fortune teller the fairy tale boy nad the ski race
Katie Morag Delivers the Mail 1998 my naughty little sister is stubborn and greedy and full of mischief she tries to cut off
the cat s tail and eats all the trifle at harry s party how much bother can one little sister be my naughty little sister has
charmed generations of adults and children alike thanks to dorothy edwards playful stories and shirley hughes beautiful
illustrations
The Secret of Happy Ever After 2011-11-10
Gobbolino the Witch's Cat 2017-09-07
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